JMUN program, known as simulation model of the actual UN and its agencies, is an innovative educational program that engages middle school and high school students in an exploration of current world issues. MUN enhances literacy, team spirit, life skills and the attitudes necessary for active citizenship.
Through EKINJMUN, we aim to build bridges to cover the gap between experienced candidates, public schools
or schools new to the Model UN.
The JMUN program has a very young background in Turkey and this is why we consider widening it to bring
prospect candidates, students and teachers annually together at such conference at Ekin. The program offers local students a great opportunity to take part in one of the world’s most innovative programs in their region to step into the
shoes of ambassadors in order to negotiate with fellow delegates the current world issues, to resolve conflicts, and to navigate the UN’s rules of procedure.

Utku Tarhan-Damla Zeybel
The committee started debating on the possible solutions about the main topic. However, the progress
was disturbed by the Unfortunate murder of John R.
Bass , the US Ambassador to Turkey. The committee
mourned the grave death of the ambassador. Then
Jordan refugee camp incident happened. The Japanese government have given asylum to the refugees
which fled. However, the local citizens have massacred the refugees which was condemned by the members of SC. In response P5 countries responded with
Economic Sanctions directed to Japan.

Gizem Yıldırım-Gökçe Ayda Akçay
We debated the topic A which is "Human Trafficking in
Conflict Areas" and we did write a resolution about
human trafficking, it has been passed from both Secretary Generals and the committee. Now we are at Topic
B which is "Religious Oppression Of Minorities", we
will debate about it and we will try to write resolution
about it.

Vuslat Özkan-Zeynep Bilgili
Yesterday we started our discussions with Topic B,
which was education and training of women. The
delegates made important speeches during the heated
discussions. Our resolution was successfully done
after today’s second session.

Mert Alaşarlı-Ece Ekşioğlu
Delegates discussed about the topic, which was “drug
usage in impowerished areas.” There were some solution offers from numerous delegates. Also the house
wrote a resolution led by Poland and Netherlands. Besides, some heated argument happened between two
different groups of delegates.

Destina Gürel-Isabelle Ece Yazıcı
In the first day at the first session, we started by introducing ourselves and played ice breaking games.
When we noticed that most of the delegates had a lot
of questions about the procedure, we answered all of
their questions. After that we moved on to the opening speeches and set our first agenda item. In the
second day, we wrote the working paper and resolutions. After lunch, we moved on our second topic and we debated
about it.

Ezgi Cankurtaran-Eyşan Özgürengin

The UNICEF Committee began the first session with
Topic A: Hampering of Education in Conflict Areas.
The delegates read their opening speeches and started
discussing the issue. After many moderated and unmoderated caucuses, the house started working on the
resolution paper. In the second day, the committee
decided to eliminate Topic B and focused on one resolution.

If you want to go on a holiday full
of adrenaline, then this hotel is for
you because it is at 400m above the
ground. Sky Lodge Adventure suites
are located in Sacred Valley of
Cusco, Peru. The exclusive Sky
Lodge Adventure Suites offers you
the chance to sleep within a completely transparent hanging bedroom. At first, it looks very dangerous but engineers accepted it is safe.
To stay at sky lodge people must climb
400m. Don’t worry if you don’t know how
to climb. The guides will teach you.
Let’s talk about rooms. There is a kitchen
and bedroom in each capsule with 3 beds.
Rooms are completely transparent capsules
but you can close the curtains. There are 7
little windows on each capsule and 4 people can stay in a capsule . All the meals are cooked by a local chef.

Bob Dylan was
awarded the Nobel
Prize in literature.
Nobel Committee
awarded Bob Dylan
to Nobal Prize in
literature for “his
outstanding contribution to musical and literary
culture”. It is stated that Bob Dylan Won't attend
Nobel Ceremony to accept literature prize. He
shared that receiving the award was amazing and
incredible. Bob Dylan breaks his silence. After 16
days, it is stated that Bob Dylan accepts the Nobel
Prize.

Mount Everest is
the Earth's highest mountain. It
At 22, Beth Goodier from Britain,
is located at the
should have finished university and
Himalayas. It is
started training as a child psycholo8.847,842 m high
gist. But five years ago Beth sudfrom sea level. It is
denly fell asleep and didn’t wake up
between Nepal and
China. It is a very
properly for six months. She slept
dangerous
moun22 hours, ate snacks and went to the
tain.
The
weather
changes all the time
toilet. In the past five years, Beth’s
and it is often very windy and cold.
mother, Janine, told Daily Mail that
her daughter has been asleep 75 per Mount Everestthin the Himalayas is every climbers dream.
cent of the time. Doctors call In the early 20 century, many experts tried to climb Everest but failed, and many people died there.
that
Kleine-Levin syndrome and Finally, on 29th May 1953, Edmund Hillary from New Zeapopularly known as Sleeping Beauty land and Tenzing Nogay from Nepal became the first peosyndrome. No one knows when she ple to stand on the summit of Mount Everest. Edmund
might fall asleep again. Maybe Sleeping Beauty legend Hillary was born in Auckland in New Zealand. He wasn’t
a very sporty young person, but he liked climbing and he
comes to be true!!!
had a dream. ’Someday I’m going to climb Everest’, he
told a friend. He was serious, but nobody believed in him.
Then he proved that dreams can come true.
The full moon doesn’t have the power to turn people into vicious werewolves. It’s not controlled by a moon goddess
that can bring about floods and powerful storms as the Mayans believed. It doesn’t call out mermaids from the ocean,
and it doesn’t give people superpowers once a month. What it can do, though, is become a beautiful
sight in the nighttime sky and sometimes enlarged into a “super moon.”
A super moon is the coincidence of a full moon or a new moon with the closest approach the Moon
makes to the Earth on its elliptical orbit, resulting in the largest apparent size of the lunar disk as seen
from Earth. The technical name is the perigee-syzygy of the Earth–Moon–Sun system. Long story
short, it is the time when the Sun and the Moon align in a special sequence.
At 4:30 AM in Turkey the Sun and the Moon were exactly aligned and super moon was in its last shape but it started to
happen two hours before it. And the moon looked the biggest when it was setting.
The distance between the moon and earth depends on which country you are living. The closest distance was 357,000
kilometers and the furthest was 406,000 kilometers. Unfortunately depending on scientists’ theories, it will not be this
closer again until 2034.

